ABSTRACT Dominance is a form of phenotypic robustness to mutations. Understanding how such robustness can evolve provides a window into how the relation between genotype and phenotype can evolve. As such, the issue of dominance evolution is a question about the evolution of inheritance systems. Attempts at explaining the evolution of dominance have run into two problems. One is that selection for dominance is sensitive to the frequency of heterozygotes. Accordingly, dominance cannot evolve unless special conditions lead to the presence of a high frequency of mutant alleles in the population. Second, on the basis of theoretical results in metabolic control analysis, it has been proposed that metabolic systems possess inherent constraints. These hypothetical constraints imply the default manifestation of dominance of the wild type with respect to the effects of mutations at most loci. Hence, some biologists have maintained that an evolutionary explanation is not relevant to dominance. In this article, we put into question the hypothetical assumption of default metabolic constraints. We show that this assumption is based on an exclusion of important nonlinear interactions that can occur between enzymes in a pathway. With an a priori exclusion of such interactions, the possibility of epistasis and hence dominance modification is eliminated. We present a theoretical model that integrates enzyme kinetics and population genetics to address dominance evolution in metabolic pathways. In the case of mutations that decrease enzyme concentrations, and given the mechanistic constraints of Michaelis-Menten-type catalysis, it is shown that dominance of the wild type can be extensively modified in a two-enzyme pathway. Moreover, we discuss analytical results indicating that the conclusions from the two-enzyme case can be generalized to any number of enzymes. Dominance modification is achieved chiefly through changes in enzyme concentrations or kinetic parameters such as k cat , both of which can alter saturation levels. Low saturation translates into higher levels of dominance with respect to mutations that decrease enzyme concentrations. Furthermore, it is shown that in the two-enzyme example, dominance evolves as a by-product of selection in a manner that is insensitive to the frequency of heterozygotes. Using variation in k cat as an example of modifier mutations, it is shown that the latter can have direct fitness effects in addition to dominance modification effects. Dominance evolution can occur in a frequency-insensitive manner as a result of selection for such dual-effects alleles. This type of selection may prove to be a common pattern for the evolution of phenotypic robustness to mutations.
I
N the early days of Mendelian genetics, it became 1999). In this article, we present theoretical results indicating that the question of dominance evolution has apparent that the effects of mutant alleles on the phenotype can be modified by both the environmental not been resolved and that it requires further scrutiny. Cast in different terms, the original question being and genetic backgrounds (Tower 1910; Bridges 1913;  addressed was whether the robustness of a phenotype Jennings 1917; Lancefield 1918; Timofeeff-Ressov- with respect to mutations is a result of selection for sky 1927). This led to a debate on whether the prevarobustness. Subsequent to the original query on domilence of selectively advantageous phenotypes that are nance, this question has been extended to include the dominant with respect to mutant phenotypes results robustness of developmental processes with respect to from selection for genetic backgrounds that lead to underlying perturbations and referred to as developdominance (Fisher 1928a (Fisher , 1931 Wright 1929a,b; Hal- mental canalization. Depending on the nature of the dane 1930, 1939) . Present opinions on whether this perturbations involved, canalization can be further didebate has been resolved are mixed (Porteous 1996;  vided into either genetic or environmental (WaddingKeightley 1996a; Mayo and Burger 1997; Bourguet ton 1942; Schmalhausen 1949; Dunn and Fraser 1958; Sondhi 1960; Rendel 1967; Scharloo 1991; Stearns and Kawecki 1994; Gavrilets and Hastings 1 et al. 2001) . Dominance is a simple form of genetic and Burns 1981). Given linearizing assumptions that canalization (Rendel 1967) .
exclude saturation, certain results in MCA indicate that For the evolution of genetic canalization, a concepdominance is an inherent property of metabolism and tual problem exists. The selection dynamics for the evothat there are system level constraints on its modificalution of robustness is sensitive to the frequency with tion. As a consequence, it has been argued that domiwhich genetic perturbations occur. This means sensitivnance is an inevitable property of metabolism and that ity to both the initial frequency of mutants and the the role of evolution is not relevant (Kacser and Burns mutation rate. Genetic perturbations are generally less 1981). The latter assertion is commonly used as an exfrequent than environmental perturbations; hence one planation of the tendency of mutant phenotypes to be might expect genetic canalization to evolve under a very recessive. However, the Kacser and Burns (1981) therestricted set of conditions (Wagner et al. 1997 ; Gibson ory on dominance does not fit all the available evidence. and Wagner 2000) . However, the prevalence of genetic An example is the variability of dominance for insecticanalization prompts the question of whether there are cide resistance in the mosquito Culex pipiens (Bourguet other scenarios that can lead to its evolution (de Visser 1999) . In one study, Bourguet et al. (1996) found that et al. 2003) . One possibility is that canalization evolves dominance levels of insecticide resistance can vary with as a correlated side effect of a different property that environmental conditions. Subsequently, Bourguet et is under selection. For example, it has been argued that al. (1997) found that dominance levels of insecticide selection for robustness to environmental perturbations resistance at a given locus can vary depending on the (which are more frequent) can lead to robustness to resistant allele. Attempts to apply the Kacser and Burns genetic perturbations (Muller 1932; Plunkett 1933; (1981) framework to this system have led to conflicting Wagner et al. 1997; Meiklejohn and Hartl 2002) .
results (Bourguet and Raymond 1998) . Accordingly, Heat-shock proteins are a possible example (Forsdyke in a subsequent work Otto and Bourguet (1999) for-1994; Rutheford and Lindquist 1998; Fares et al. mulate a population genetic framework for the evolu-2002). Another example is models of RNA folding and tion of dominance due to balanced polymorphisms. The stability, which indicate that there is an inverse correlacase of insecticide resistance in C. pipiens is a good examtion between phenotypic robustness to mutations and ple of a need within the biological community for biophenotypic plasticity with respect to microenvironmenchemical frameworks that can account for the possibility tal variation (Ancel and Fontana 2000) . In all these of dominance modification and evolution. examples, given that environmental perturbations are
In this article we examine the problem of dominance more frequent, the higher selective pressure for roevolution for metabolic phenotypes. We use a simple bustness to environmental perturbations can account two-enzyme model that combines principles of enzyme for the evolution of robustness to genetic perturbations kinetics and population genetics to address dominance (provided that both forms of robustness share similar evolution in metabolic physiology. By including nonlinmechanisms). Further support for the idea that genetic earities such as enzyme saturation, our results indicate canalization can evolve as a side effect of selection can that dominance in metabolism can be easily modified be found in models of gene regulation networks. Speby tuning saturation levels. We discuss analytical results cifically, it has been proposed that canalization may that indicate that this conclusion can be generalized evolve as a result of selection for networks that quickly to sequential pathways with any number of enzymes. reach a steady state (Siegal and Bergman 2002;  Furthermore, in the case of the two-enzyme pathways, Stearns 2002 Stearns , 2003 Bergman and Siegal 2003; Niven it is shown that due to generic properties of biochemical 2004). In another example, Papp et al. (2003) propose kinetics, dominance can evolve through the selection that in the case of phenotypes affected by protein-proof alleles with dual effects. tein complexes, dominance may result from selective
In the remainder of this Introduction, we explore constraints that require the concentration of proteins some of the key conceptual issues that are relevant to to be balanced in a cell.
the questions we address in this article. How and why Early in the debate on dominance, a scenario that do dominant phenotypes arise in Mendelian systems? Fisher sought to explain the observation that in diploid Wright (1929a Wright ( ,b, 1934a Wright ( , 1977 and Haldane (1930) considered was whether modifier alleles could have fitorganisms a great proportion of mutant phenotypes are recessive with respect to the wild type (Fisher 1928a,b , ness effects that could be manifested independently of their dominance modification effects. Such a scenario 1929 Such a scenario , 1931 Such a scenario , 1934 Such a scenario , 1958 . He was influenced by observations that he made with Ford on melanic moths (Fisher would eliminate the complications associated with the problem of dominance evolution. Despite having been and Ford 1926; Fisher 1927 ) and the work of Morgan et al. (1925) on Drosophila. Fisher postulated the evoluproposed at an early stage in the debate, the possibility of dual-effect alleles has not been further pursued in tion of dominance via the selection of alleles at modifier loci, which would diminish the detrimental effects of relation to this topic. Part of the reason is the influence of results from metabolic control analysis (MCA; Kacser mutant alleles at a primary locus. Fisher's conception was important in several respects. It was the first populaarise in a context in which it is assumed that dominance modifiers have only a fitness effect in the presence of tion genetic model involving epistatic interactions between loci. Hence it allowed the evolution of mutational the mutant heterozygote. In other words they are considered to be pure modifiers that exhibit no independent effects to be posed as a neo-Darwinian research problem. At a more general level, it was the first attempt at effects in the wild-type homozygote. This leads us to the question of whether all dominance modifiers are pure addressing the evolution of a genetic system. Wright (1929a Wright ( ,b, 1934a and Haldane (1930, modifiers . If they are not pure modifiers or they exhibit pleiotropic effects, then frequency dependence may 1939) quickly pointed to a problem with Fisher's conception. In populations where the allele for the wildcease to be a problem. Wright (1929a Wright ( ,b, 1934a Wright ( , 1977 and Haldane (1930) , in addition to Muller (1932) type phenotype is near fixation, the selection coefficient for the modifier alleles at other loci will be sensitive and Plunkett (1933), had all proposed such a possibility. These scientists also realized that such a question to the frequency with which the mutant heterozygote appears in the population. This happens because the could not be answered by population genetics alone. The answer depends on the mechanistic constraints permodifiers can exhibit only their dominance modification effects (i.e., heterozygote rescue) when in the prestaining to variation on a given phenotype. The latter was the question that Kacser and Burns (1981) tried ence of the mutant heterozygote. Hence, if we assume that dominance modifier alleles have no pleiotropic to address. We reexamine this question in the context of metabolic physiology. If a dominance modifier exhibits effects, then selection for dominance modifiers would be proportional to the mutation rate. Such selection independent fitness effects in the wild-type homozygote, then the modifier may be selected irrespective of its coefficients would not be high enough to overcome drift in most populations. Later work has confirmed effects on dominance. In this article, we refer to this scenario as "dual-effect selection." We avoid use of the this conclusion and the general consensus is that for populations where an allele at a primary locus is near term "pleiotropic selection," given that technically the latter term refers to simultaneous effects on several phefixation, selection for modifiers at other loci cannot be much more effective than drift, unless the mutation notypic traits rather than to multiple effects (depending on genetic background) on a single trait (pathway flux). rates are inordinately high (Ewens 1966; Sved and Mayo 1970; Feldman and Karlin 1971; Charles- The evolution of dominance in metabolic pathways has a controversial history. In the 1980s, Kacser and worth 1979). On the other hand, it can be shown that in situations where the wild-type allele at the primary Burns (1981) made the argument that dominance in metabolic pathways was an inevitable property of multilocus is not near fixation, and there is a high frequency of mutant alleles in the population, then dominance enzyme systems and could not be significantly modified. This argument was based on mathematical models of can evolve (Haldane 1956; Parsons and Bodmer 1961; Bodmer and Parsons 1962; Feldman and Karlin 1971;  metabolic pathways. The Kacser and Burns (1981) model indicated that the flux in a metabolic pathway O' Donald and Barrett 1973; Wagner 1981; Bü rger 1983a,b,c; Wagner and Burger 1985; Otto and Bour- would be relatively insensitive to changes in the concentration of most enzymes involved in the pathway. Hence guet 1999). One example in which the frequency of mutant heterozygotes can be maintained at a high level it was argued that in most cases flux would be insensitive to mutations that reduce (but do not eliminate) the is when the mutant heterozygote is maintained by a balanced polymorphism. In such circumstances, it can dosage of a functional enzyme. It was further argued that such insensitivity was an inevitable property of mulbe shown that dominance can evolve through selection for modifier alleles (Clarke and Sheppard 1960a,b;  tienzyme systems and hence dominance in metabolism did not require an evolutionary explanation. Since then, Clarke and O'Donald 1964; Sheppard and Ford 1966; Feldman and Karlin 1971; O'Donald and Bar- the possibility that dominance or robustness is an inevitable property of metabolic pathways has had a role rett 1973; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1975; Bü rger 1983c; Otto and Bourguet 1999) . in many discussions on evolution (Hartl et al. 1985; Dykhuizen et al. 1987; Clark 1991 ; Orr 1991; SzathAs we have discussed, the consensus from population genetic models is that the evolution of dominance is a mary 1993; Furthermore, for a given set of kinetic parameters and with respect to mutations at the x locus. Of course this a given environmental input, let us consider a vector of argument revolves around the simple scenario in which enzyme concentrations E and a function g such that the reduction in gene dosage effects is not compensated by regulatory feedback. With the inclusion of regulatory J ϭ g(E).
(1) feedback, other scenarios that lead to dominance and Consider a situation in which the concentration of each its modification can arise (Omholt et al. 2000) . The enzyme is dependent on a unique genetic locus. For argument that dominance effects could not be subject any two enzymes E i and E j in E, epistasis refers to the to evolution is based on the contention that mutations situation in which that affect the enzyme kinetics cannot significantly change the sensitivity of the flux surface for all enzymes ‫ץ‬ (Kacser and Burns 1981) .
The Burns (1973, 1981 ) models depended on certain linearizing assumptions and the conIn the example given in Equation 2, the implication is clusions derived from them have not been accepted by that the value of concentration at one locus i can change all. Several scientists have argued that Kacser and Burns' the effects of changes in concentration at another locus conclusions hold only in cases where the nonlinearities j. Thus, dominance could be modified by changes in in enzyme kinetics are ignored and that when nonlinearenzyme concentration. In a similar fashion, the possibilities are included, dominance can be modified (Cority of dominance modification can be attributed to any nish-Bowden 1987; Savageau and Sorribas 1989;  underlying parameter that exhibits epistasis with respect Savageau 1992; Grossniklaus et al. 1996) . More preto flux (e.g., k cat ). cisely, Cornish-Bowden (1987) argued that the concluThe assertion by Kacser and Burns (1981) that domisions of Kacser and Burns (1981) ignore the effects of nance is an inevitable property of metabolic pathways saturation (although also see Cornish-Bowden 1989) .
is based on a mathematical result referred to as the flux Savageau and Sorribas (1989) and Savageau (1992) summation theorem (Kacser and Burns 1973 ; Heinargued that for situations such as feedback loops, enrich and Rapoport 1974; Heinrich and Schuster 1996; Fell 1997) . Central to the MCA approach is the zyme-enzyme interactions, cascades, or branched pathflux control coefficient C J i , which measures the sensitivways, dominance is not a necessary property of the sysity of steady-state flux to changes in enzyme concentratem. Grossniklaus et al. (1996) presented examples in tion. In its original formulation (Kacser and Burns which dominance was not the default expectation when 1973), the control coefficient was defined as enzyme cooperativity or oscillatory feedback loops were considered. Elsewhere, we have shown by mathematical proof that the conclusions of Kacser and Burns (1981 
hold only in cases where nonlinearities in enzyme kinetics are excluded (Bagheri-Chaichian et al. 2003) .
where J is the steady-state flux of metabolites through The possibility of dominance modification due to the the pathway, E i is the concentration of enzyme i, ␦E i is existence of nonlinearities extends beyond the realm a finite change in concentration of enzyme i, and ␦J i of metabolic physiology. It has been shown to hold in is the resultant change in flux. The flux summation models of gene regulatory networks (Omholt et al. 2000) , theorem states that the sum of the control coefficients development ( (4) lar assembly (Veitia 2003) . There is a clear explanation for why nonlinearity is required for dominance modification. For dominance modification to be possible episEquation 4 implies that the mean of control coefficients tasis is required. Epistasis refers to the phenomenon will be on the order of 1/n. As n increases the control whereby an allele substitution at one locus alters the coefficient for most enzymes will get smaller on average. If Equation 4 were to be valid, most enzymes would have effect of substitutions at a different locus. 1993a,b; Kacser 1995; Heinrich and Schuster 1996; small effects on flux and the recessiveness of mutants Thomas and Fell 1996; Acerenza 2000) . There is a would be an inevitable property of metabolic pathways.
general recognition that large changes pose a problem In their work on dominance, Kacser and Burns (1981) from the perspective of metabolic engineering. Howuse a continuous version of Equations 3 and 4, in which ever, there has been no explicit recognition that finite they refer to C J i as the sensitivity coefficient Z i . There changes pose a problem for the Kacser and Burns, have been several other changes in the terminology and (1981) theory on dominance. Clearly, there is a need definitions of MCA, for which we direct the interested for considering this problem, given that the Kacser and reader to the literature (Fell 1992 (Fell , 1997 Schuster Burns (1981) Heinrich and Schuster 1996) .
To build an intuition for the problems that we tackle As a contraposition to the conclusions derived from later in this article, it may be helpful if we summarize the summation theorem, we have used similar mathewhat we deem to be the structural properties of the matical tools to show that dominance is not an inevitable Burns (1973, 1981) 1973, 1981) is the assumption of no saturation. As enzyme concentrations, the flux summation theorem a mathematical proposition, the inclusion of saturation can hold only in situations where the relation between renders the summation theorem invalid for finite changes J and E is linear and thus devoid of epistasis. Hence of any magnitude, an assertion that holds for sequential
pathways with any number of enzymes (Bagheri-Chaichian et al. 2003) . The flux derivations are derived where c i is a constant for every i. Such an absence of on the assumption of no saturation, but then they are epistasis is an unlikely expectation for metabolic sysconceptualized as flux surfaces that are a function of tems. For example, even generic nonlinearities such enzyme concentrations. The logical problem is that as as enzyme saturation can cause epistasis. Under such enzyme concentrations are being decreased, there has conditions, dominance can be modified by parameters to be a region where saturation occurs. However, the that affect saturation levels. This suggests that changes latter possibility is not built into the equations. Hence, in enzyme concentrations or kinetic rates such as the equations that do not allow for saturation are used as catalytic turnover rate k cat i of individual enzymes can an illustration for making general statements about the inherent properties of a system that can allow for saturasignificantly modify dominance levels throughout the tion. Such an approach is problematic when it is used pathway. In fact, if one considers the limit at which all to make inferences about the evolution of metabolic enzymes are approaching saturation, one can show that systems: mainly, that a restricted end point of one possifor n enzymes and any arbitrary magnitude m, the ble evolutionary trajectory is being used to make general bounds on the system are given by statements about the fixity of all systems throughout
their evolutionary trajectories. In this article we consider a model of a two-enzyme sequential pathway for which the steady state flux J can where 0 Ͻ |␦E i | Ͻ m. The range given by (6) pertains to simple Michaelis-Menten-type kinetics with no cobe obtained by a functional relationship of the form operativity. It is possible that this range could be larger
with the inclusion of sigmoidal kinetics. In effect, in a series of simulation studies, Grossniklaus et al. (1996) where E ϭ ͗E 1 , E 2 ͘ represents the vector of enzyme conhave found that control coefficients can be high in path-
, k rev 2 ͘ ways that include cooperativity or feedback. The latter represents the vector of kinetic constants for enzyme catalysis, s in is the environmental input into the system, result is also in accord with earlier critiques presented in Savageau and Sorribas (1989) and Savageau (1992) .
and q is a diffusion rate. We assume that due to mutations, the vector of enzyme concentrations E and the The validity of the propositions in (5) and (6) does not depend on the magnitude of m, which defines the vector of kinetic constants K can change between generations. As an example of dominance modification, we bounds for the absolute value of ␦E i . Nonetheless, as m becomes larger, the region on the flux surface upon show that if one assumes Michaelis-Menten-type enzyme kinetics, whereby saturation is possible, dominance can which the summation theorem does not hold will become larger. Within MCA, finite changes are sometimes be modified by mutations that change the k cat values for individual enzymes. Furthermore we show that mutareferred to as "large changes" (Hofer and Heinrich 1993 ; Kacser and Acarenza 1993; Small and Kacser tions that increase dominance levels can be selected.
Our enzyme-kinetic model shows that dominance modconstant, the quantity J can reach a steady-state and be evaluated analytically. The system of equations governifiers can be selected due to dual effects, whereby an ing changes in molecular concentrations is allele that increases dominance levels also has the independent phenotypic effect of increasing flux in a wildtype homozygote. Consequently, in situations where there is selection for increased flux, dominance evolves as a side effect of selection for modifier alleles that increase flux. This allows for the evolution of dominance in a manner that is largely insensitive to the initial frequency of heterozygotes or the mutation rates. Our theoretical results are experimentally testable, since they follow from the expected properties of Michaelis-Menten-type enzyme kinetics.
MODEL (8)
Modeling rationale: We first use an enzyme-kinetic
We also have the physical constraint that model of a two-enzyme pathway to investigate how changes in enzyme properties can be reflected in the physiological phenotype. In the second section, we link (9) the enzyme-kinetic model to a simple genetic model, such that the underlying genetics could be reflected in Given equation sets (8) and (9), the steady-state solution the physiology. In the third section, we incorporate the for the flux J is given by a system of simultaneous equaenzyme-kinetic and the genetic models into a populations, which can be simplified to tion genetic model to investigate how dominance can evolve.
Two-enzyme model of a metabolic phenotype: Flux as phenotype: We considered one of the simplest multienzyme pathways that can serve as a building block for
e 2 k a 2 ϩ e 1 k rev 1 , (11) larger pathways. An outside substrate s in diffuses into a reaction compartment that houses two successive enzyme-catalyzed reactions. A sink step is added to remove
(12) the product as s out :
The solution for metabolic flux J from the system of equations given by Equations 10-12 can be analytically derived (see appendix a) and represented as a function g such that
The kinetic model used here directly reflects a Michaelis-Menten/Briggs-Haldane conception of reversible enzyme catalysis, where the existence of an intermediate enzyme-substrate complex is assumed. For solving flux rates, we do not use the Michaelis-Menten or Briggs-Haldane approximations and instead use the exact solution of the differential equations. Both the Michaelis-Menten and Briggs-Haldane approximations diverge from the exact solution when substrate concentrations are decreased in comparison to enzyme concenThe kinetic model can be translated into a system of trations. The Kacser and Burns approach to modeling differential equations. The physiological phenotype we flux uses the Briggs-Haldane approximation as its basis, consider is the flux rate J through the pathway, given but then adds an additional approximation. It assumes by J ϭ ds out /dt (see Dykhuizen et al. 1987 for biological that all enzymes in a pathway are always unsaturated in both the forward and reverse directions. Accordingly, rationale). Under conditions where the input s in remains the Briggs-Haldane approximation is further simplified
To determine the likelihood of dominance evolution by eliminating the denominator of the rate equation for a given pathway, we need to know the values of ‫ץ‬ ␣ i J for each reaction. This results in a system of linear differand ‫ץ‬ ␣ i ‫ץ‬ E i J. We consider a situation in which there is ential equations, where the possibility of saturation is positive selection for increased flux. The expected effect eliminated Burns 1973, 1981) . For the on dominance is shown in Table 1 . model presented here, the linear assumption for the The signs of ‫ץ‬ ␣ i J and ‫ץ‬ ␣ i ‫ץ‬ E i J will depend on the kinetic enzyme kinetics would hold in the limiting case when constants and enzyme concentrations and cannot be all enzymes are far from saturation. For example, this determined by examining the algebraic form of their would occur if flux is limited by the diffusion step (e.g., respective equations. We opted for a Monte Carlo aplow [s in ]) and all enzymes are in high enough concentraproach to determine the distribution of values for ‫ץ‬ ␣ i J tions such that they are all in a linear phase of catalysis.
and ‫ץ‬ ␣ i ‫ץ‬ E i J. For our Monte Carlo procedure we used a Linear assumptions are nullified whenever one or more random sampling of the 12-dimensional variable space enzymes are near saturation.
composed by E ϫ K ϫ s in ϫ q (see appendix b for Phenotypic effects of mutations affecting k cat : To determine methodology and sampling range). the effects that mutations can have on the catalytic turnFour-locus model of dominance modification: Startover rate k cat , we have to take into consideration the thering with the two-enzyme model delineated in the previmodynamic constraints on a reaction. For any given ous section, we develop a simple genetic model, in which temperature and pressure, a chemical reaction has a allele changes affect the underlying properties of the fixed equilibrium constant K eq . Accordingly, an enzyme enzyme kinetics. Kinetic changes subsequently translate can increase the rate at which equilibrium is achieved, to changes in the flux phenotype. The purpose of the but it cannot change the equilibrium constant, given model is to investigate the effects of mutations that by the expression change either enzyme concentrations or k cat values. The genetic model used is a four-locus model underly-
ing the two-enzyme pathway. Different genotypes map to a set of enzyme properties, which we refer to as the Hence, mutations that change k cat i by a factor ␣ also "kinetic phenotype." The four loci and their effects are have to change the denominator of Equation 14 by as follows: a factor ␣. We considered the simplifying case where mutations that affect k cat i also affect k rev i by the same enz1: Total concentration of enzyme 1 ([E 1 ]). enz2: Total concentration of enzyme 2 ([E 2 ]). factor. Hence for each enzyme i we made the following substitutions into Equations 10-12, cat1: Catalytic turnover rate for enzyme 1 (k cat 1 ). cat2: Catalytic turnover rate for enzyme 2 (k cat 2 ).
Four-locus, two-allele case: Most of our discussions center
around a simple case in which the loci are modeled as where ␣ i ϭ 1 for the wild type. Henceforth, the effects diploid with two possible allelomorphs. In keeping with of ␦k cat i mutations on flux can be approximated by the the literature on dominance, alleles that are associated derivative ‫ץ‬ ␣ i J (using the convention
with high fitness (e.g., high [E i ] or high k cat i ) are labeled Furthermore we can determine whether a change in as wild type. Wild-type alleles are denoted as enz1wt, k cat i can change the robustness of flux with respect to enz2wt, cat1wt, and cat2wt. The mutant counterparts are changes in the concentration of enzyme i by the derivaenz1mut, enz2mut, cat1mut, and cat2mut. Mutations in tive
15. The flux phenotype is then computed using the kinetic model of the pathway formulated in the system increases k cat i will increase the robustness of the flux of equations in (8). phenotype with respect to changes in E i . Conversely if ‫ץ‬ ␣ i ‫ץ‬ E i J Ͼ 0, then a mutation that increases k cat i will inFor the underlying genetics, our model assumes that mutations in the enz loci act additively with respect to their crease the sensitivity of flux with respect to changes in E i .
For mutations that decrease the concentration of wildeffect on enzyme concentration. 
Given that dominance is assessed with respect to the effect of mutations at the enz loci, the assumption of nance.
nonadditivity at the cat loci does not affect our conclusetting. Nonetheless, although we specifically study a diploid case involving dominance, our conclusions are sions. According to this model, there are 128 possible equally applicable to the problem of robustness modifigenotypes and 36 kinetic phenotypes. In principle, difcation in haploid organisms. ferent kinetic phenotypes can lead to the same flux Fitness in our model is evaluated as a function of phenotype.
genotype and environment. For any given case study, Four-locus, continuum of alleles case: As an extension of the highest flux possible by any combination of alleles the two-allele case, we studied evolutionary dynamics for a given environment is denoted as J max , where under a continuum of alleles scenario. For each locus, the effect of a random mutation was simulated by multi-
(17) plication of the corresponding kinetic value by a coefficient ␤, where ␤ is randomly picked using a normal Assuming a linear relation between fitness and flux, we probability distribution with mean one and a standard can define the maximum fitness W max as deviation of 1 ⁄ 2 . For mutations affecting a cat locus, Given that 0 Յ Յ 1, natural selection in nonoverlapas the basis to explore the population genetics of domiping generations can be simulated using a genetic algonance evolution. This will allow us to investigate some rithm with stochastic selection, where the probability of of the conditions under which frequency-sensitive or a given individual to be chosen as a parent for a mating -insensitive evolution of dominance can occur.
depends on .
Measure of dominance: To quantify dominance levels
For simulations of population dynamics, the populawe used a measure previously used by Wright (1934a) tion size N was held constant at 250 individuals. For and Kacser and Burns (1981) . Let J(enz x wt/enz x wt) reproduction, each mating gives rise to one new genodenote flux pertaining to a wild-type homozygote at type. The mating process includes mutation at each a locus x (where x is 1 or 2). Similarly, the mutant locus, recombination between linkage groups, and chroheterozygote and homozygote fluxes are denoted by mosomal assortment. Mutation rates were set at ϭ J(enz x wt/enz x mut) and J(enz x mut/enz x mut), respec-1 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 per locus per generation. Recombination rates tively. For any enz locus x, let D x denote the dominance r between linkage groups were set at r ϭ 0.5 per generaof the wild-type flux with respect to an enz x mut allele tion. For such simulations fitness impact was set at φ ϭ 1. substitution, where
The initial conditions for each trial were set at 249 individ to drift, which is not the focus of this study. The physiological phenotype we consider is the steadyIn principle, the low starting frequency of the wildstate flux through a pathway. We examine a scenario in type enz alleles allows for the catwt alleles to display their which an increase in flux through the pathway increases heterozygote rescue effect. However, this occurs rarely fitness. This scenario is inspired by the first three steps in our simulations given that the wild-type cat alleles of the metabolism of lactose, which includes diffusion go to fixation very quickly. Furthermore, due to the of lactose into the periplasmic space, active transport relatively low mutation rates, the rescue effects will be by ␤-galactoside permease, and hydrolysis by ␤-galactosirare after the fixation of the catwt alleles. As such, the dase. This pathway has been studied in Escherichia coli simulations are set up to illustrate the effectiveness of as a model system for metabolic evolution (Dykhuizen selection due to the direct effects of the catwt alleles. Dean 1989) . We use a generalized representaEach simulation trial was stopped either when the frequency of the kinetic phenotype "high E 1 , high E 2 , high tion of such a two-enzyme pathway scenario in a diploid k cat 1 , high k cat 2 " had surpassed 95% or when 10,000 generopposed to the binary possibilities studied in the twoallele scenario. ations had passed.
Approximation of a continuum of alleles scenario: To study a continuum of alleles scenario, we further simplified RESULTS the population dynamics. Rather than explicitly consider mutation rates and the number of accrued generaDominance modification by mutations affecting k cat : tions, we considered sequences of mutation events. Each
For the two-enzyme pathway modeled here, a Monte mutation event consists of randomly choosing one of Carlo sampling approach allows us to assess the local the four loci. Subsequently the corresponding k cat i or E i effects of k cat mutations on flux ‫ץ(‬ ␣ i J) and local robustness value is changed in accordance with our mutation rules properties ‫ץ(‬ ␣ i ‫ץ‬ E i J). Since we are sampling in a 12-dimen-(see Four-locus model of dominance modification). For each sional space, the initial objective is to estimate the stanew mutant, we approximate the probability of fixation tistical tendencies of mutational effects, particularly, whether ‫ץ‬ ␣ i J and ‫ץ‬ ␣ i ‫ץ‬ E i J tend to be positive or negative. of the new mutant by using a simplified solution to the Kolmogorov backward equation (Crow and Kimura This information allows us to assess the likelihood of dominance evolution as illustrated by the expectations 1970). If one assumes a large population (N → ∞) and outlined in Table 1 . an ideal population structure (N e ϭ N), then the probaFor the input conditions considered in our model, bility of fixation u of a new mutant is given by where the input s in is held constant and the end product 
where J(x) denotes the flux associated with a genotype x. To further simplify the model, it was assumed that growth and hence fitness are directly proportional to flux J (i.e., φ → ∞). This corresponds to models of microbial growth in chemostats with only one type of carbon source. It was also assumed that new mutations do not occur concurrently.
The continuum of alleles model presented here is not geared toward addressing issues pertaining to mutation rates, population size, recombination, and the contribu- neutral effect on flux (shown in Figure 1 ). Thus, we have only a two-enzyme system. Given the complications associated with a high-dimensional space, we found two observed only the scenarios outlined in the last two rows criteria that are helpful for understanding the ‫ץ‬ ␣ i ‫ץ‬ E i J of we used two chemical concepts. An exergonic pathway is one for which the net change will lead to increased fragility of pathway flux with rein free energy is negative, whereby ⌬G (pathway) Ͻ 0 and spect to decreases in the concentration of enzyme i.
hence K eq(pathway) Ͼ 1. Exergonic pathways are generally Conversely, data points where i Ͻ 0 indicate cases where increases in k cat i will lead to increased robustness associated with catabolism. Conversely, for endergonic pathways ⌬G (pathway) Ͼ 0 and hence K eq(pathway) Ͻ 1. Enderand hence dominance with respect to decreases in the gonic pathways are generally associated with anabolism. concentration of enzyme i. Figures 2A and 3A show the For our two-enzyme system, the equilibrium constant i distributions for both enzymes 1 and 2, respectively. Both distributions are bimodal. Our main concern is to of a pathway is given by
Meanwhile, the saturation level of an enzyme i can be given by a measure Sat i , with
Since J is a dependent variable given by the function g, the Sat i value for each enzyme i can vary depending on the values of E, K, s in , and q. However, the situation is simplified when comparing the saturation levels of two enzymes. Given that greater or less than Sat 2 . For the exergonic cases, there is a clear division of the distributions into two peaks. For any two enzymes i plateau region associated with robustness. Whether a and j, the value of i is predominantly negative when given transition from cat1mut to cat1wt will lead to domiSat i Ͻ Sat j . Conversely i is mostly positive when Sat i Ͼ nance will depend on whether the flux associated with Sat j . The latter observations can be deduced from Figures the cat1wt strain ends in a plateau region or not. For 2, B and C, and 3, B and C, and the corresponding cumulaexample, in Figure 4 , a mutation from point A* to A tive distributions (not shown). In an exergonic pathway, leads to an increase in fragility and hence recessivity. when Sat 1 Ͻ Sat 2 , more than 85% of increments in Meanwhile a mutation from point B* to B leads to an k cat 1 lead to 1 Ͻ 0 and hence increases in phenotypic increase in robustness, and hence dominance. The relationship between Sat 1 and Sat 2 plays a key robustness against variation at the enz1 locus. Meanwhile, when Sat 1 Ͻ Sat 2 , more than 60% of increments in k cat 2 role in determining dominance modification effects. If the cat1wt strain ends up in a region where Sat 1 Ͻ Sat 2 , lead to 2 Ͼ 0 and hence increases in phenotypic fragility against variation at the enz2 locus. Similarly, when Sat 2 Ͻ it increases the likelihood that enzyme 2 is nearing satuSat 1 , more than 90% of increments in k cat 2 lead to 2 Ͻ 0 ration. If enzyme 2 nears saturation, increases in E 1 will have no effect on flux and hence result in a plateau and hence increases in robustness against enz2 variation. Also, for Sat 2 Ͻ Sat 1 , ‫%07ف‬ of k cat 1 increments lead to effect. Conversely in a region where Sat 1 Ͼ Sat 2 , it is more likely that enzyme 1 is nearing saturation, in which 1 Ͼ 0 and hence increases in fragility against enz1 variation. These results indicate that dominance can-but need case decreases in E 1 lead to a steep decline in flux. not-increase as a by-product of mutations that lead to
The relation between saturation and dominance is also higher k cat and flux values.
apparent from the Monte Carlo results. Figure 5 shows Mechanics of dominance modification by mutations the correlation between saturation values for the two affecting k cat : The results from the Monte Carlo samenzymes and the tendencies for robustness modificaplings indicate that there are kinetic regimes in which tion. For any enzyme i, as Sat i approaches one, the increases in k cat can increase dominance at a given locus.
proportion of cases where i is negative approaches zero. We first address the issue of why saturation values are Meanwhile, for the other enzyme j ϶ i, the proportion a good indicator for the likelihood of mutations to inof cases where i is negative approaches one as Sat j crease dominance. As an example, Figure 4 shows the approaches one. This explains why the saturation ratios effects of finite changes in k cat 1 values on flux in an of the two enzymes are a good indicator of how the i values will behave. Nonetheless, note that for the probexergonic pathway (see appendix b for kinetic values). This figure illustrates two important generic features of lem of dominance modification what is important is the the effects of k cat mutations in exergonic pathways. First, saturation regime in which the new mutant ends up. As for any given concentration of E 1 , increases in k cat 1 lead such, the saturation ratios existent before the mutation and the associated i values can give only a local expectato increases in flux. This is consistent with the Monte Carlo data presented in Figure 1 . Second, as k cat 1 intion of robustness modification. Hence the information given by the saturation ratios serves primarily as a firstcreases, there is also an increase in the width of the order expectation for dominance modification. Ultihave a high selection coefficient. However, the other mately, the extent of dominance modification will deenzyme j is in a saturated regime and increases in k cat j pend on the actual value of ␦k cat i , which represents the will have a larger effect on flux. Consequently an incat i mut to cat i wt mutation.
crease in k cat j is more likely to be selected. After an The reason why saturation serves as a good criterion increase in k cat j , both enzymes fall into an unsaturated for parsing the data in the exergonic case but not in regime (the diffusion step being now the limiting step). the endergonic case has to do with the likelihood of At this stage, the system exhibits robustness to changes saturation. In exergonic cases, there are extensive rein the concentration of either enzyme ( Figure 6D ). gions where an enzyme can reach high saturation values.
Evolutionary dynamics in the four-locus, two-allele However, in the endergonic case, from a thermodyscenario: The results in the previous two sections show namic perspective the tendency of the reaction is to go that increases in k cat can increase flux and robustness in the opposite direction. Hence saturation levels for at the same time. In a selection regime where increases the enzymes are very low and the enzymes are generally in flux have a positive fitness effect, these results support very far from saturation. Consequently the ratio of satuthe argument that dominance can evolve in metabolic ration levels in the forward direction becomes less inforpathways through dual-effect selection. The dynamics mative in the endergonic case.
at the level of the population can import a new set On the basis of the local i values, an apparent conflict of nonlinearities (frequency sensitivity) that affect the arises from the fact that for any two enzymes i and j, an course of dominance evolution. A comprehensive study increase in k cat i may lead to robustness to mutations at of the population dynamics is beyond the scope of this work and we shall limit ourselves to a proof of principle. one enz locus while an increase in k cat j may lead to fragil-
The main intent is to show how the underlying properity with respect to mutations at the other enz locus. This ties of a biochemical system can lead to a situation in can disappear when we consider the effects of finite which frequency-insensitive selection can proceed remutations. Finite mutations that change robustness levgardless of the frequency-sensitive aspects of dominance els also change saturation levels. This is essentially a evolution. manifestation of epistasis ( Figure 6 shows an example).
In our simulations of the two-allele scenario, we found Starting from a point on the flux surface, as illustrated that dominance did evolve via selection and fixation of in Figure 6A , a mutation can increase robustness to the high-k cat alleles as expected. But more to the point either enz1 or enz2 mutations (Figure 6 , B or C, respecwas the fact that the high-k cat alleles were being selected tively). However, in either case, the enzyme i (with reprimarily for their direct fitness effects rather than their spect to which robustness has increased) is also the one dominance modification effects. The evolutionary scethat is now unsaturated. Consequently, further increases in k cat i do not have a large effect on flux and do not nario corresponded to a case where D 1 evolved from Figure 6 .-Alternative trajectories for attaining robustness with respect to changes at both the enz1 and enz2 loci. 0.33 to 0.010 and D 2 from 0.30 to 0.00046. We examined the metabolic pathway could not function unless the four different linkage scenarios. These were: (a) no concentrations of both enzymes 1 and 2 are nonzero. recombination; (b) enz1 and enz2 loci linked, cat1 and Hence the cat1wt and cat2wt alleles could not sweep cat2 loci linked; (c) enz1 and cat1 loci linked, enz2 and through the population unless the enz1wt and enz2wt cat2 loci linked; and (d) free recombination.
are already in place. The alternative would be for the Due to the stochastic nature of the simulations, there cat1wt and cat2wt alleles to be already present in the was some variation in the sequence of selective sweeps population due to drift. Once enz1wt and enz2wt have between simulation runs. Nonetheless, for our particubeen fixed, the cat1wt allele has a higher chance of lar case study, the most recurrent sequence of selective sweeping into the population. This is because a cat1wt sweeps was the same in all linkage scenarios. First the substitution in an enz1wt/enz1wt, enz2wt/enz2wt, cat1mut/ high-E 1 , high-E 2 , low-k cat 1 , low-k cat 2 kinetic phenotype sweeps cat1mut, cat2mut/cat2mut genotype has a higher fitness through the population. Then, if the cat1wt allele is effect than a cat2wt substitution in the same genotype. present, it sweeps through the population and the highDue to epistasis, the magnitude of fitness effects for the E 1 , high-E 2 , high-k cat 1 , low-k cat 2 phenotype goes toward two enzymes is interdependent. In general, the cat1wt and cat2wt ordering will depend on the kinetics of each fixation. Subsequently, the cat2wt allele sweeps through the population and the high-E 1 , high-E 2 , high-k cat 1 , highparticular case study in question. For all linkage scenarios, heterozygosity at the enz1 k cat 2 phenotype approaches fixation. Figure 7 shows simand enz2 loci remained relatively low (as one would ulation results for two sample scenarios. The reason expect from the mutation rate), indicating that neither for the order of the selective sweeps is the epistatic interdependence of mutational effects. In the first place, the cat1wt nor the cat2wt allele could be significantly Evolution of Dominance enz1wt, enz2wt/enz2wt, cat1mut/cat1mut, cat2mut/cat2mut genoFree recombination. i, high E 1 , high E 2 , low k cat 1 , low k cat 2 ; ii, type. high E 1 , high E 2 , high k cat 1 , low k cat 2 ; iii, high E 1 , high E 2 , low k cat 1 , high k cat 2 ; iv, high E 1 , high E 2 , high k cat 1 , high k cat 2 .
continuum of alleles scenario. Figure 9A shows the increase of average flux as a result of selection. Figure 9 , selected due to their modifying effects. Figure 8A shows B and C, shows the evolution of dominance of the wild the full linkage case as an example. The majority of the type with respect to null mutations at the enz loci. At increases in the high-k cat 1 phenotype occurred when the low fluxes, D i values for both enz loci were near 0.5, signifying the lack of dominance effects (codomifrequency of the enz1wt/enz1mut heterozygote was low.
In contrast, Figure 8B shows that increases in the highnance). With the accumulation of advantageous mutak cat 1 phenotype (due to increases in the frequency of tions, D i values at both enz loci decreased, signaling increased dominance of wild-type flux with respect to the cat1wt allele) occur irrespective of the frequency of the enz1wt/enz1wt, enz2wt/enz2wt, cat1mut/cat1mut, cat2 mutations at either locus. Under the conditions we studmut/cat2mut homozygote. More than 90% of the inied, mutations at the cat1 and enz1 loci had a larger creases in the high-k cat 1 phenotype occurred when the effect on flux than equivalent mutations at the cat2 and enz2 loci. Consequently D 1 values decreased faster than frequency of the enz1wt/enz1mut heterozygote was Ͻ1%. Similarly, in the case with full recombination, Ͼ80% of D 2 values. The higher variance in D 2 reflects the slower the increases in the high-k cat 1 phenotype occurred when evolution at the cat2 and enz2 loci. Figure 9 , D and E, shows the evolution of saturation levels, which reflects the frequency of the enz1wt/enz1mut heterozygote was Ͻ1% (not shown). The results from the other cases we the trends in the evolution of dominance shown in examined fell between those of full linkage and full Figure 9 , B and C, respectively. recombination. In all cases dominance evolved as an Our results support the notion that dominance relaincidental side effect of selection for alleles that have tions in a metabolic system can evolve from a state exhibdirect fitness effects.
iting a lack of dominance (codominance at both loci) Evolution of dominance in a continuum of alleles to a state where wild-type flux is dominant with respect to mutations at both loci. These results also indicate scenario: Figure 9 shows simulation results from the (2003) . On the sented here lead to the hypothesis that if we assume basis of biochemical kinetics, our simple model suggests the rules of saturable Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetthat dominance effects can be easily modified. Furtherics, then dominance can evolve in simple metabolic more, our results indicate that dominance is likely to pathways. Furthermore, our model supports the hypothevolve as a side effect of selection for dual-effect alleles. esis that dominance modifiers in metabolism do not Such alleles have direct fitness effects in addition to have to be pure modifiers and can have their own direct modifying effects. The role of dual-effect selection is to fitness effects. Our results support a hypothesis that decrease the dependency of dominance evolution on Wright (1929a Wright ( ,b, 1934a Wright ( , 1977 and Haldane (1930) the frequency of heterozygotes or mutation rates. Such proposed very early in the debate on the evolution of frequency insensitivity makes it significantly easier for dominance. Nonetheless, due partly to results from metdominance to evolve. abolic control analysis (Kacser and Burns 1981) , the The model presented in this article indicates that possibility of dual-effect alleles was not further pursued.
increased selection for higher flux can lead to increased Under simplified assumptions, results from MCA indidominance. This is consistent with the observations cated that dominance of the wild type could not be made by Charlesworth (1979) , who questioned Fishconcurrently modified with respect to mutations at all er's model by citing empirical evidence indicating that loci. Accordingly, if one accepts the precept that domimutants with a large deleterious effect are more likely nance is inherent and that it could not be significantly to be recessive. The latter pattern was not predicted by modified, then one would not need to consider dualFisher's model. However, this pattern is consistent with effect alleles.
The generality of the Kacser and Burns (1981) theour model and the original ideas of Haldane and Wright on the notion that selection can lead to a factor of means that with the possibility of saturation there are safety against mutations (Haldane 1930 (Haldane , 1939  Wright no a priori constraints that limit the pathway to be always 1934a,b, 1977) . The strength of our conclusions would robust. Robustness will depend on the number of enbe further bolstered if they are also shown to be consiszymes that are far from saturation. Another way to repretent with respect to some of the classical experimental sent this problem is to compare the distribution of the results from bacteria. When reinterpreted, the original V max values in the pathway with respect to the steadyworks on the evolution of selective neutrality in bacteria state flux J. If the V max values are closely clustered near (Dykhuizen and Hartl 1980; Hartl et al. 1985; Dyk- the steady-state flux, then the pathway would not be huizen et al. 1987; Dean 1989) are likely to be congruent robust to mutations that decrease enzyme concentrawith our results. Due to technical reasons, it is much tion. The original argument by Cornish-Bowden easier to determine enzyme activity rather than enzyme (1987) was made with such a scenario in mind. However, concentration in cells. Hence the experimental plots of note that V max values do not necessarily have to be placed fitness in these studies were calculated with respect to in a sequential descending order as illustrated by Corenzyme activities. However, enzyme activity is depennish-Bowden (1987). The latter scenario was the basis dent on both k cat and enzyme concentration E. The first on which Kacser (1987) argued that such a configuraimpression from these fitness surfaces is that mutants tion (and hence pathway sensitivity) would be unlikely. must be simply moving around on a single flux surface.
In fact, the operative criterion should be the distribution A common interpretation has been that this gives supof V max values and their proximity to J. The combinatorics port to the Kacser and Burns (1981) theory. However, of such a distribution are not as restrictive as a precise if such experiments were to be repeated such that enordering of V max values. Furthermore, given that V max zyme concentrations and k cat could be measured or mavalues depend on enzyme concentration and k cat , it is nipulated, we predict a series of flux (or fitness) surfaces unlikely that the distribution of V max values would be similar to the ones in Figure 4 . Furthermore, we hypothindependent of the physiological function of the pathesize that regardless of pathway length, there are no way (see also Salvador and Savageau 2003) . This, in inherent constraints on the number of enzymes that turn, means that the distribution of saturation values can exhibit sensitivity to a reduction in enzyme concenwill not be independent of the evolutionary history of tration. Deviations from this prediction are more likely the pathway. to be due to physiological function or network structure
On the strengths and weaknesses of the Kacser and rather than to the inherent constraints of biochemistry.
Burns model: At a time when most approaches on the For dominance modification to be possible, a system topic of dominance were based on population genetic has to allow for epistasis. In the present case, epistasis scenarios, Kacser and Burns provided us with a mechais a natural consequence of the ability to change enzyme nistic theory that could explain dominance in metabosaturation levels. Saturation allows for parts of the syslism. The vacuum that this theory filled is evident from tem to be buffered from each other. In the metabolic the tremendous influence that it has had on the biologicase, decreasing the concentration of an enzyme that is cal community. Articles relevant to robustness regularly far from saturation does not greatly affect flux, provided cite the Kacser and Burns (1981) work. In fact, this that after the change in concentration the enzyme has was arguably the most successful crossover from the not entered a saturation regime. Increasing the k cat of MCA community into the general biological commusuch an enzyme can increase robustness. This is because nity. The appeal of the theory is that it provides a starting increases in k cat will move the enzyme farther away from point for considering issues relating to robustness in saturation. Meanwhile, an enzyme that is in or near a molecular systems. Naturally, the question that comes saturation regime has a greater effect on flux. Increases to mind is that if it is true that the theory is not valid in the k cat of such an enzyme can increase sensitivity as in relation to dominance, then why is it commonly used? long as the new mutant is still in a saturation regime.
The answer has to do with the circumstances in which However, sufficiently increasing the k cat of such an enthe underlying components of the theory hold. If seleczyme to a point where it is far from saturation will lead tion brings a population toward a regime where most to robustness. In sum, by changing saturation levels, enzymes are far from saturation, then dominance would one can modulate how flux effects in the pathway are be prevalent. The error is in assuming that being far distributed. This amounts to robustness modification from saturation is an inherent property of metabolism. and thereby dominance modification.
The fact is that such a state of affairs is not independent The behavior of larger metabolic pathways needs to of evolution, or gene regulation, or the function of be investigated. For a sequential pathway with any numthe pathway in question. Empirical observations that ber of enzymes n, the sum of control coefficients for confirm that metabolic pathways or phenotypes are rofinite changes of any magnitude can be as high as n.
bust (see Orr 1991 for a frequently cited example) do For finite changes, the sum of control coefficients would not resolve the matter. The question is whether system be 1 if and only if flux is a linear function of enzyme concentrations (Bagheri-Chaichian et al. 2003) . This robustness can be modified. If the answer to the latter question is affirmative, then the next question is why Burns (1973 Burns ( , 1981 equations of flux to address important evolutionary questions (Keightley and Kacser an evolved system is in a robust regime.
As a credit to their stimulating approach, Kacser and 1987; Dykhuizen et al. 1987; Dean 1989; Keightley 1989; Clark 1991; Szathmary 1993) . These studies Burns considered the key issues relevant to this topic. They considered the issue of modifiers and epistasis and have been instrumental in pinpointing tractable means by which the underlying biochemistry could be linked on the basis of their theory concluded that there were no pure modifiers. In their view, all enzymes in a pathto quantitative genetics and evolution. The conceptual commonality between these works is the idea that bioway were potential modifiers. This is in agreement with our work. They also state that their model is an approxichemistry can be used as a mechanistic representation of the genotype-phenotype map. In this way, some of the mation based on the assumption of no saturation. Given these initial agreements, we are left with a question.
ambiguities of population-genetic models with regard to the relation between genotype and phenotype can be Why are our conclusions different from theirs when it comes to the evolution of dominance, especially given avoided. As such, these works serve as a convincing proof of principle and have informed our own approach to that there have been several thoughtful follow-up works on the relevant implications and variations of the origithe problem of dominance evolution. Nonetheless, with one exception (Keightley and Kacser 1987) , the acnal theory (Kacser and Beeby 1984; Keightley and Kacser 1987; Reder 1988; Keightley 1989 Keightley , 1996b  cepted convention has been to assume that all enzymes are far from saturation. This can be justified if it is Kacser et al. 1990; Kacser 1990, 1996b) ? We think that the main difference stems from an excessive assumed that the concentration of the input substrate into the system is low. However, without the possiblity reliance on the flux summation theorem as a general concept. Undue reliance on the summation theorem of saturation, an important biological source of epistasis is eliminated. has led to the expectation that phenotypic fragility with respect to mutations at one locus is necessarily compenOn the matter of gene dosage levels, Hurst and Randerson (2000) have proposed that it is important sated by robustness to mutations at other loci. We found no evidence for the generality of such a constraint.
to consider the fitness costs of enzyme production. Our results indicate that the consideration of costs may be For any homogeneous system, the continuous version of the summation theorem is valid (Giersch 1988) .
particularly relevant, because increases in enzyme concentration imply an immediate use of resources, while This can include homogeneous systems that account for saturation. The error is in assuming that the continuous an increase in k cat does not necessarily imply such a cost. In this regard, it is noteworthy that from a mathematical version is a good approximation of the finite case. In effect, given that mutations have finite effects on enzyme perspective both changes in k cat i and E i can result in concentrations, the continuous version of the summadominance modification. It is only due to the biological differences between what these values represent and tion theorem is the wrong formulation for addressing the issue of phenotypic robustness (Bagheri-Chaichian the traditional framework of this debate that we have concentrated on the effects of k cat as the modifier. et al. 2003) . In fact, assuming the finite version of the summation theorem immediately implies the absence We should note that there is an asymmetry with regard to the robustness effects of enzyme saturation. For pathof epistasis. Haldane and Wright postulated that an increase in biochemical reaction rates could lead to a ways with simple saturation kinetics, one needs only a single enzyme near saturation to render flux robust with "factor of safety" against underlying perturbations (Haldane 1930 (Haldane , 1939 Wright 1934a Wright ,b, 1977 . In considerrespect to increases in the concentration of all other enzymes. This holds regardless of how large the ining the latter possibility, Kacser and Burns (1981, p. 664) conclude that "the summation property eliminates creases are. Conversely, with respect to decreases in enzyme concentration, any enzyme can enter a saturathe necessity of postulating selection to bring enzymes into such position." Their confidence in the generality tion regime and affect flux. The latter argument holds irrespective of the number of enzymes in the pathway. of the summation theorem is strong enough for them to dismiss the necessity of an evolutionary explanation.
The consequences of the type of epistasis caused by this asymmetry deserve further attention, especially in larger They suggest that "In fact, if mutant recessivity were not general, it would throw considerable doubt on the whole pathways. This asymmetry is likely to play a role in the order of allele selection. The order of selective sweeps of enzymology and the study of intermediary metabolism." With regard to the latter assertion, we deem that shown in Figure 7 is a simple example (see Kondrashov and Kondrashov 2001 for a different example). The the general applicability of the summation theorem has been overextended. We do not disagree with the asserissue of this assymetry is further important given that part of the Kacser and Burns (1981) position on domition that metabolism can place constraints on the relation between genotype and phenotype. However, in our nance hinges on the assumption that most enzymes are unlikely to be within reach of saturation (Kacser 1987 ; opinion the interaction of natural selection with these constraints cannot be dismissed.
Porteous 1996). We think that the latter argument suffers from three weaknesses. One is that its veracity Several studies have used versions of the Kacser and is dependent on the magnitude of the reduction in sions of the original summation theorem have to be applied. Examples are the physical channeling of metabenzyme concentration. A second is that the degree of saturation is dependent on the input s in into the system, olites, enzyme-enzyme association, and spatial heterogeneity (Kholodenko and Westerhoff 1995; Kholowhich can depend on the environment. But more importantly, it assumes that enzyme activities are sampled denko et al. 1998; Peletier et al. 2003) . The interesting aspect of the relevant conceptual hisuniformly from a high-dimensional space of parameter values. This ignores the dependence of enzyme concentory is that, with the passage of time, the distinction between the views of Wright and Haldane and those of trations and k cat values on the evolutionary trajectory through which they have reached particular values. For Kacser and Burns has been at times blurred. However, there are crucial differences. Wright and Haldane clearly example, consider the situation we outlined above, whereupon most increases in activity cannot have a large had no problem with the concept that dominance could be modified or that it could evolve (Wright 1929a,b , fitness effect if some other enzyme in the pathway is saturated. It follows that enzyme activities cannot be 1934a , 1977 Haldane 1930 Haldane , 1939 Haldane , 1956 . Their objection was only to the specifics of Fisher's population selected to be higher unless there is some correlation between their values. Under such a situation, enzyme genetic argument. In fact, as early as 1927, in a series of experiments on guinea pig coat color, Wright had activities within a pathway will exhibit a certain degree of correlation due to a codependent cycle of allele selecobserved dominance modification effects in what he determined to be a seven-locus system (Wright 1927 ). tion at several loci. Of course, this also depends on the strength of selection and the nature of the gene Haldane and Wright proposed that an increase in biochemical reaction rates could lead to a factor of safety. regulatory network in question.
Despite our present focus on the relation between Hence the main commonality of viewpoint between Haldane and Wright on the one hand and Kacser and Burns saturation and epistasis, we should note that for more complicated types of enzyme kinetics additional factors on the other is the idea that biochemistry is the proximal cause for dominance. However, there is no logical concan lead to nonlinear effects and epistasis. In a detailed pair of follow-up works, Kacser et al. (1990) and Sauro gruence between the two parties on the evolutionary origin of dominance. The position advocated by Kacser and Kacser (1990) address some of these issues. The latter work is highly interesting, and we think that it and Burns was that evolution has nothing to do with dominance, other than the fact that evolution has led may provide avenues for reconciling the MCA approach with an evolutionary perspective. In the first, Kacser et to the existence of organisms with an enzyme-catalyzed metabolism. The core of this argument is that by their al. (1990) address the effects of what they term as "nonadditivity." In the classical Michaelis-Menten scheme, very nature multienzyme systems are insensitive with respect to changes in enzyme concentrations (Kacser for any enzyme i, the rate of the isolated enzyme v i is proportional to enzyme concentration E i . Hence ␦v i / and Burns 1973, 1981; Kacser 1987 Kacser , 1991 Kacser , 1995 Keightley 1996a; Porteous 1996) . We maintain that v i ϭ ␦E i /E i . As an alternative, Kacser et al. (1990) study situations in which ␦v i /v i ϶ ␦E i /E i . The point of interest this assertion should be subject to inquiry. Predictions: This work does not question the fact that here is to note that the latter proposition is equivalent to saying that ‫ץ‬ 2 E i v i ϶ 0. In population genetics, if v i were flux rates can exhibit a plateau effect with respect to increases in enzyme concentrations. However, we questo be the phenotype, the term ‫ץ‬ 2 E i v i would be referred tion the prevalent view that due to inherent constraints to as the dominance term (Rice 2002) . In the second work, Sauro and Kacser (1990) investigate the effects of the biochemistry most enzyme concentrations have to be situated deep into the insensitive region of this of "non-independence." Specifically, they study situations involving enzyme-enzyme complexes. In this case, plateau. We further maintain that for any given set of enzyme concentrations the curvature of the plateau efa rate v i driven by an enzyme E i is affected by the concentration of another enzyme E j . This is in essence a considfect can be modified. A system can be driven between regimes where flux is sensitive to a reduction in the eration of epistasis with respect to v i . It will take some effort to understand how epistasis or dominance with concentration of any enzyme and regimes where flux is robust to all such reductions. The location of a system respect to the v i terms translates into a relationship with respect to the flux phenotype J. Interestingly, in both within this spectrum can be modulated by both enzyme concentrations and k cat values. This in turn depends on cases they find that ͚ n iϭ1 C J i ϶ 1. Clearly, this may be of relevance to the issue of dominance and the Kacser physiological function and evolutionary history. With regard to evolution and natural history, the reand Burns (1981) theory. Unfortunately the issue of dominance is not discussed in these articles. They do sults presented in this work point toward some testable predictions. If selection for higher flux can lead to reformulate a summation theorem with elasticity coefficients serving as correction terms. But the effect of higher k cat or higher enzyme concentrations, the expectation would be that pathways that have undergone such a treatment has not been clarified with respect to the issue of dominance. Nonetheless, there is a general more selection for increased flux should exhibit enzymes that are far from saturation. Furthermore, the recognition that for nonideal pathways modified ver-
